
1. Open dataset and plot at a reasonable level to minimize noise and shoulder artifacts on peaks. Record
   plotting level (i.e. 1.166) from Attributes window with intensity analysis.

2. Peak pick dataset using Attributes window or read in a peak list with assignments 
[Top bar: Peak — File — Read List].

3. Open Peak Inspector box [Top bar: Peak — Show Peak Inspector]

4. In spectrum window, attach pr e. Under Peak tab, change Label — 1Residue, Show Mode —
   ExpandFix. This will maintain zoom depth and aspect ratio when iterating through peak list.

5. In Peak Inspector, select pr rom the drop down menu in upper left. Should see peak list 
   name at the header of the window.  Type 0 in the open peak box at the top and hit enter to go to peak 0
   in the spectrum window.  Use cursors to zoom in around peak with ~0.5 1H ppm free space around the
   selected peak. You should now have peak #0 centered in the spectrum window.

6. With the mouse in Selector mode (right click: Cursors — Selector), click on peak box. Move the 
   crosshairs of the peak box to the exact center of the peak and adjust the peak box size so that it bounds
   the peak.

7. Repeat for all peaks.  The easiest way to do this is to use the page up / page down keys on a full 
   keyboard.  This will move you through the peak list in the Peak Inspector progressively.  You can also use
   the delete key to mark a peak box for deletion; alternatively, you can click on the red X in the Peak 
   Inspector box.
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W624 HN 70.0 29.9 

W624 Hε1 72.6 27.3 

P625 Cγ 66.8 31.9 

P625 Cβ 61.3 38.6 

P625 Cδ 56.7 43.3 

P625 Cα 65.9 34.0 

L626 HN 58.8 41.1 

For overlapping peaks:
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8. When done adjusting all peaks, save peak list.  If you’ve deleted any peaks during the process, clean up
   your peak list in the Peak Inspector by choosing: Edit — Compress & Degap. A box will pop up asking if 
   you want to delete peaks — select yes. Save peak list by choosing (in Peak Inspector) File — Write List.
   Save as name.xpk wherever you want.

9. Good! Now you have an accurate peak list. However, the list you just saved isn’t open in NMRViewJ. To
   open it, Top bar: Peak — File — Read List. Update the peak list in your Peak Inspector by selecting it from
    the drop down menu and append it to your open dataset using the Attributes window.

10. In the Attributes window Peak tab, select Mode — Ellipse. This will minimize artifacts from analyzing
    peak intensity/volume from square peak boxes by only looking at the core around the center of your
    chosen peak box.

11. In Peak Inspector, formally associate the peak list with the dataset by selecting Integrate — Associate
   Dataset. A box will pop up with drop down menus for the peak list and all open datasets.  Select the 
   correct dataset and click OK.

12. Open up the Peak Table for the selected peak list.  Top bar: Peak — Show Peak Table. A new box will 
   open with a text-based table containing columns for peak number, intensity, volume, peak location 
   (15N, 1H) and labels (if assigned). In the Peak Table window, click Integrate — then Get Volumes and Get
   Intensities.  The table should populate with values. Save the table by selecting File — Save Table — 
   as name.txt. You can import this into Excel to compare peak intensities: the stat column = Intensities.

Getting peak intensities in NMRViewJ

Mode: peak Mode: Ellipse

45 {622t.H} 51.44360352 11.918
46 {624t.H} 54.40249634 12.3593
47 {626t.H} 56.09562302 10.7732 Intensities Volumes
48 {622c.H} 26.36499596 5.0559 total cis trans residue total cis trans residue
49 {620c.H} 15.87444401 2.6641 16.9739 0.29786319 0.70213681 622 77.8085995 0.33884424 0.66115576 622
50 {621c.H} 20.71459579 3.4122 19.2034 0.35640043 0.64359957 624 87.8684082 0.38086398 0.61913602 624
51 {624c.H} 33.46591187 6.8441 16.0885 0.33037884 0.66962116 626 81.409914 0.3109485 0.6890515 626
52 {626c.H} 25.314291 5.3153 21.1195 0.29828831 0.70171169 624 HE1 66.681612 0.34014718 0.65985282 624 HE1
53 {624.HE1} 44.00004959 14.8198 0.320733 0.679267 0.342701 0.657299 mean
54 {624c.HE1} 22.68156242 6.2997 0.024454 0.024454 0.02493 0.02493 stdev

Analyzing Peak Intensity or Volume Outputs from NMRViewJ
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There are two quick methods to get peak intensities for individual peaks — both begin by using the 
Cursors to draw a bounding box around a peak as shown below:

Command line method: In the Command line box, type getval at the prompt (% getval). This will give 
peak statistics in the command line.  In the getval output, the number following ‘max’ is the intensity.

Attributes window method: In the Attributes window, click on the Analysis tab, then Measure.  Note:  
Volume is more sensitive to the area drawn for the peak (see below).

Using Rate Analysis to get intensities for multiple spectra at one time: To compare multiple spectra 
for peak intensity changes (±

spectra, as indicated in the Rate/Titration Analysis tutorial, although you can replace the time delays with
any value (it doesn’t matter, as it just distinguishes peak intensities for multiple spectra on the x-axis of a
rate plot, which doesn’t have meaning in this context). Open datasets, peak pick as for Rate Analysis, then
open Rate Analysis and perform analysis as usual. Measure all peaks and save table, which will have peak
intensities for all peaks in each spectra in columns. Note: you can substitute an assigned peaklist in for
the automatically peak-picked sumo1.xpk (for example) to maintain assignments in your analysis.
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